
 

 

 

Manchester Community Choir 

Thursday November 30th 2017  7.30pm 
Chorlton  Library , Manchester Rd, Chorlton M21 9PN 
 

Present:  
 Jo Melzack (chair), Steve Campbell (Treasurer), Tudor Owen, Wendy Eadon, Pauline Platt , 
Margaret Seaby (deputy chair),Peter Willmot, Alan Mc Donald,  
Apologies: Larraine Thompson , Ray Dumpleton 
 
Note: actions are in italics 

1. Welcome and apologies 
Jo welcomed the committee. 
 

2. Learning points from past events 
Victoria Baths 12/11/17 
On the whole this was a very positive event .It is a popular gig for the choir, with 75 members 
taking part. The open day for the Baths attracted 950 people. The rehearsal space was good and 
warm. Peter wondered whether we needed chairs setting out in the rehearsal area as it made it 
more difficult for choir members to get into their correct positions. However it did allow people to 
sit for a while between songs. The performance area was cold but everyone had been advised to 
wear warm clothing. Jo had concerns about the basement room where we ate and left coats. There 
was insufficient seating and space was limited. There was no alternative space for us available, so it 
was suggested that we could in future ask for some tables to be removed and then there would be 
more room for additional chairs. 
 
Singing with Heaton Youth Choir went well, although Jo thought that it somewhat limited our 
repertoire. Peter asked whether we would have performed with them if we had known that there 
would be only 5 members of that choir singing with us. It was felt that we would like to know in 
future the numbers attending, but that on the whole it was a positive collaboration and that it 
encouraged young people to carry on singing. 
Although the first singing session attracted a large audience, Tudor felt that the second session had 
a much smaller audience. Jo thought that Tudor’s suggestion of staging something to attract an 
audience in was worth merit. 
Some members of the audience commented that they couldn’t hear the introductions from Liz .Jo 
wondered about the efficiency of our PA system. Tudor thought that we could perhaps alter the 
siting of the PA, but Steve commented that there is a limited choice of places to put it in the various 
venues we perform at. 
 
Steve is waiting for the invoice from the West Indian Centre which will be £25 and also Liz’s 
invoice for November. 
 
Stockport Fairtrade Christmas Fair 25/11/17 
It was felt that the warm up space was better than last year. We were able to leave coats there but 
bags had to be taken with us as the room was not locked. Jo thought Larraine should be thanked 
for organizing the event and for getting the Mayor to stay and listen. Peter thought that Chrissie’s 
post showing the times of performances and where we were performing worked well. The standing 
banner was also useful in bringing people in. A lady with a microphone announced the steel band 



 

 

that were performing and it was thought that she might have done it for MCC as well.  Tudor also 
announced our performance via microphone and just by voice. Tudor felt that we were welcomed at 
the event. 
 
Victoria Baths invite us yearly, but Steve felt we may have competition in the future from other 
choirs; he thought that we’d been performing at Victoria Baths for around 10 years.  
Larraine will ask Stockport if they want us back next year. Tudor wondered whether Heaton Youth 
Choir would like to join us there as they are from that area. Alex from Heaton Youth Choir has 
emailed Liz to say that they enjoyed the occasion. Jo thinks we will keep those 2 gigs. 
 

3. AGM 
Committee additions and roles 
Jo produced the sign up sheet from the last rehearsal. Two new members have put their names 
forward. One of them is on the SCF committee. Jo will discuss this with her, but Peter felt it would 
be more beneficial to have her on the choir committee. Jo will encourage them both to come to the 
December meeting to see how they feel about the work of the committee. 
 
Larraine  is happy to continue as Membership secretary until the 2018 AGM .She will then have 
served for 3 years. Steve suggested that there are ways to help her with her current role if she 
wished. Peter wondered whether one of the prospective new committee members would like to 
assist her. One of these new members has said she enjoys committee work and Margaret thought 
she may like sharing the role with Larraine. Jo will speak to Larraine and the new member about 
this. 
All other members of the committee have agreed to stay on. 
 
Alan discussed the idea of having a more systematic way of providing the songs for new members. 
He thought about providing a PDF of song words. Alan will speak to Liz about this. Steve spoke 
about another choir he had previously been a member of who kept box file of song sheets that could 
be given out to new members when required. Wendy said she would be happy to do this. Steve 
thought that this could be a job for the new members. Jo did not want to put too much work onto 
new members but Peter felt they could be look at these ideas and be asked for their views. 
Jo explained that the AGM will be asked to approve the new committee and its named officers. 
 
Leavers gifts. 
Chrissie, Sandra and Julie have left the committee. Normally leavers have been given a book token  
.Steve suggested a limit of £10. Chrissie when asked had suggested something from Lush or Burt’s 
Bees. Steve thought vouchers would be a better idea and Margaret suggested Lush vouchers . Jo 
thought the tea team should get something. It was decided to give leaving gifts to the previous tea 
team, Catherine and Pat. 
 
Agenda 
Jo will be sending the agenda out tomorrow. 
 
Logistics 
Jo has distributed a sheet with the timeline for the rehearsal, AGM and social. 
 
Social 
20 people have signed up for this and people will be reminded about it at Monday’s rehearsal. 
Wendy will then have a better idea of the numbers to give to the pub. Tudor has given his 
apologies for the AGM but may be able to join us at the pub later. Tudor asked Jo to confirm that 
the change to the constitution will be spoken about at the AGM. Jo confirmed that this is the case. 
Pauline will ask Liz for a copy of her report and Steve will put a copy of his online. Peter suggested 
Liz puts her report on the website 



 

 

  
 

4. Future events standing list : updates 
Central Library and busking 16/12/17 
Wendy confirmed that we will be in the back room for rehearsal. She will bring the PA on the 
tram; John will help her to the tram with this. Wendy will get there early and will be in the foyer 
to direct people to the rehearsal area. Alan and Peter have volunteered to help with this. Tudor said 
that there will be nowhere to put belongings at Victoria Station, so people should be advised to 
travel light. The library has 2 entrances so members should be advised to use the main entrance. Jo 
will contact Bill from the Booth Centre re the collecting tins. Tudor has 2 adults and 2 children to 
help with the collections .CDs will be on sale. Wendy and Mick have offered to take the PA  on the 
tram from the library to the station. Afterwards Steve will take the PA on the tram to Didsbury  
and from there will be assisted by Jo and Alan to transport it to his house. 
 
UK choir festival 17/18/February 2018 
Steve has booked the choir on this. We are able to add to the numbers attending. Four people are 
definitely going with another two interested and more may come forward. 
 
Zulu traditions workshop 24/2/2018 
Margaret reported that 22 tickets have been reserved. !4 tickets have been paid for . The choir will 
break even if we sell 40 tickets. We will advertise more after the New Year. 
 
Spring Sing 
Margaret reports that we only have to sell another 11 tickets for this to break even. 46 places have 
been reserved and 22 of these have been paid for. For the Sunday event pictures and information 
have gone to the Peoples History Museum for their publicity. Events in the rest of the museum are 
centered on the Wonder Woman festival. 
 
There was some concern as to when the money from those people who had reserved tickets but not 
yet paid would be in. After much discussion, Tudor suggested a deadline of 24/1/2018 be set for 
payments from anybody interested in this event. We need £590 to cover costs (this is an 
estimation). Jo asked whether we could strip any further costs out. Margaret said that we have 
already taken out gifts for the MDs and we will be charging for refreshments, so there is nothing 
left to take out. Peter felt that it would be too late to cancel after the end of January and that we 
would have to go ahead and make a loss. Jo asked whether we should cancel unless we get the 
money by the end of January but we will leave that decision until then. Tudor suggested sending 
an email to those wanting tickets to pay by 24/1/2018. Steve thought the same reminders should 
apply to the Zulu workshop. 
 
Brighton SCF 
Margaret thought we should do a sign up sheet in December. Peter said the official online 
registration will be available in January. The cost of the coach will put on the sign up sheet and if 
this doesn’t look like being filled we can book a smaller coach. Subscriptions will be paid when we 
register online. The cost of the coach will be paid in Feb/March. The choir has to register before 
individual choir members can. Individual costs are not yet known but Peter thought the fee for 
Kendal was around£35. Tudor has offered to produce a sign up sheet. Peter has volunteered to help 
with the sign up and to work with Margaret on SCF Brighton. Jo will mention SCF when sending 
out AGM information. The information from the sign up sheet will determine whether or not we 
go as we need a balanced choir. Margaret spoke about MDs running workshops on the Sunday of 
that weekend. Peter wondered whether this was by invite by SCF and as it wouldn’t be relevant to 
the choir but would be for Liz to consider herself. 
Steve was concerned about Liz’s accommodation and travel arrangements not being left late to 
arrange, Jo will discuss this with Liz. Some university accommodation has already been booked up. 



 

 

There is some other university accommodation, but Margaret thinks this will not be available to 
book until March. 
 
. 

5. Proposals for new events 
 

6. Treasurers update 
 
Steve produced his report. He suggested we join Making Music as they offer cheaper insurance and 
they will also offer help with our application for charitable status. Our insurance needs renewing at 
the end of December and he feels it would be of benefit to join sooner rather than later. Peter 
advised that there will be more insurance needed for SCF Manchester. Jo thanked Steve for his 
work. 

7. SCF 2019 
 
Peter has offered to use one of his bank accounts for this. Sandra will look after the register with a 
group of helpers. Suggestions are coming in for the Friday night concert. However it seems that it 
is too early to book these acts. A discussion with Liz needs to be made regarding her terms. 

8. IT  
Alan has tried to make a link from Facebook posts so people can email us about an event with a 
single click but has found that you can’t do it. He has suggested that he could create a separate web 
page for each event so that we could reserve tickets for these events. 

9. Membership update  
 
 

10. Other projects 
Newsletter / Email  updates 
Jo produced a summary of comments she had via email regarding the newsletter. Comments were 
mainly favourable. Two people expressed some reservations and made suggestions for change. 
There was a discussion regarding the various ideas and possible options of the content of the 
newsletter. Peter is happy to do the newsletter. The original idea of the newsletter was to reduce 
the number of emails being sent. Margaret felt that the format that Peter had produced was good. 
Tudor thought that if information needs to go out re imminent events and we are not sending 
emails then it needs to be in the newsletter. Steve suggested that at the end of the newsletter we 
could put “dates for your diary” Tudor suggest one is produced after every committee meeting and 
Peter agreed to this. He would send a note to the committee suggesting the topics and then send a 
draft copy to the committee for their comments. Jo thanked Peter for his work. He will send an 
email out tomorrow. 
 
Info pack for new members 
 
Podium 



 

 

Tudor still has not had a reply from DBC as to whether we can leave podium there. Tudor felt 
Mike should be heartily thanked for his looking after the podium. Jo will thank Mike. 
 Jo did raise the point that if we are allowed to leave the podium at DBC there will be occasions 
when we have to take well in advance of an event if we do not have access to the church. 
 
Repertoire 
Jo will speak to Liz regarding our repertoire for the next 6 months. 
   

11. Minutes of 26 October 
Minutes agreed. 

 

 
 
 
 
Next meeting 15.00 Thurs December 21st Chorlton Library 


